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Abstract - Big Data involve large-volume, composite, increasing data sets with numerous, independent sources. With the 

fast advancements of networking, data storage, and the data gathering capability, Big Data are now swiftly escalating in all 
science and engineering domains, together with physical, biological and biomedical sciences. This paper presents a DICE 
theorem that describes the features of the Big Data revolution, and proposes a Big Data processing model, from the 
information quarrying viewpoint. This data-driven model involves demand driven aggregation of info sources, quarrying and 
analysis, user interest modeling, and security and privacy concerns. We analyze the challenging issues in the data-driven 
model and also in the Big Data revolution. 
 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 

Every day, 2.5 quintillion bytes of data are produced 

and 90 percent of the data in the sphere today were 

produced within the past two years. Our capability for 

data generation has never been so influential and vast 

ever since the discovery of the information 

technology in the early 19th century. As one more 

example, on 4 October 2012, the first presidential 

debate between President Barrack Obama and 

Governor Mitt Romney generated more than 10 

million tweets in 2 hours. Amongst all these tweets, 

the precise instants that generated the most 
discussions really revealed the public interests, such 

as the discussions about medicare and vouchers. Such 

online discussions offer new resources to sense the 

public interests and generate opinion in real time, and 

are mostly appealing compared to generic media, 

such as radio or TV broadcasting. Another example is 

Flickr, a public image sharing site, which received 

1.799 million photos per day, on average, from 

February to March 2012. 

Presume the size of each photo is 2 megabytes (MB), 

this requires 3.6 terabytes (TB) storage every single 
day. Indeed, as an old proverb states: “a picture is 

worth a thousand words,” the billions of pictures on 

Flicker are a treasure tank for us to explore the human 

civilization, social actions, public matters, tragedies, 

and so on, only if we have the power to harness the 

enormous amount of data. The above examples prove 

the rise of Big Data applications where data 

collection has grown-up extremely and is beyond the 

capability of normally used software tools to capture, 

manage, and process within a “tolerable lapsed time.” 

The most important experiment for Big Data 
applications is to search the large volumes of data and 

extract useful info or acquaintance for forthcoming 

actions. 

However, with a 40 gigabytes (GB)/second data 

volume, the data generated from the SKA are 

exceptionally large. Although researchers have 

confirmed that interesting patterns, such as transient 

radio anomalies can be exposed from the SKA data, 

existing methods can only work in an offline fashion 
and are unable of handling this Big Data scenario in 

real time. As a result, the unparalleled data volumes 

require an effective data analysis and prediction 

platform to achieve fast response and real-time 

classification for such Big Data. 

 

II. BIG DATA CHARACTERISTICS: DICE 

THEOREM 

 

DICE Theorem: Big Data starts with huge volume, 

diverse, independent sources with dispersed and 

decentralized control, and pursues to search 
compound and evolving relationships among data. 

These features make it an exciting challenge for 

discovering valuable acquaintance from the Big Data. 

In a naive sense, we can visualize that a number of 

blind men are trying to size up a giant elephant, 

which will be the Big Data in this background. The 

aim of each blind fellow is to draw a picture or 

assumption of the elephant according to the part of 

info he gathers during the process. Since each 

person’s view is restricted to his local region, it is not 

shocking that the blind men will each conclude 
individualistically that the elephant “feels” like a 

rope, a spear, a fan, a tree, a snake or a wall, 

depending on the region each of them is limited to.  

                              

                                

To make the problem even more compound, let us 

assume that 1) the elephant is rising rapidly and its 

pose changes constantly, and 2) each blind man may 
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have his own possible untrustworthy and imprecise 

info sources that tell him about prejudiced 
acquaintance about the elephant e.g., one blind man 

may talk his feeling about the elephant with another 

blind man, where the swapped information is 

integrally biased. Determine the Big Data in this 

scenario is equivalent to combining varied 

information from dissimilar sources (blind men) to 

help draw a finest possible picture to disclose the 

genuine gesture of the elephant in a real-time manner. 

Certainly, this job is not as modest as asking each 

blind man to define his feelings about the elephant 

and then getting an expert to draw one single picture 

with a collective view, regarding that each individual 
may speak a diverse language (varied and diverse 

information sources) and they may even have privacy 

anxieties about the messages they deliberate in the 

info exchange procedure. 

 

2.1 Huge Data with Varied and Different 

Dimensionality 

One of the important features of the Big Data is the 

vast volume of data represented by varied and 

different dimensionalities. This is because diverse 

information collectors prefer their own schematics or 
protocols for data recording, and the nature of 

different applications also results in diverse data 

depictions. For instance, each solitary human being in 

a biomedical world can be signified by using simple 

demographic info such as sex, age, family disease 

history, and so on. For X-ray inspection and CT scan 

of each individual, images or videos are used to 

characterize the results because they provide pictorial 

info for doctors to carry detailed investigations. 

For a DNA or genomic-related test, micro array 

expression images and sequences are used to present 

the genomic code information because this is the way 
that our present methods acquire the data. Under such 

conditions, the diverse features refer to the different 

types of depictions for the same individuals, and the 

diverse features refer to the multiplicity of the 

features involved to represent each single reflection. 

Imagine that different organizations or health 

practitioners may have their own schemes to 

represent each patient, the data heterogeneity and 

diverse dimensionality issues become major 

challenges if we are trying to enable data 

accumulation by uniting data from all sources. 

 

2.2 Autonomous Sources with Distributed and 

Decentralized Control 

Autonomous data sources with distributed and 

decentralized controls are a main characteristic of Big 

Data applications. Being independent, each data 

source is able to make and collect data without 

including or depend on any centralized control. This 

is comparable to the World Wide Web (WWW) 

situation where each web server delivers a certain 

quantity of information and each server is capable to 

fully function without essentially trusting on other 

servers. On the other hand, the massive volumes of 

the data also make an application vulnerable to 
attacks or breakdowns, if the total system has to 

depend on any one centralized control unit. For major 

Big Data-related applications, like Google, Flicker, 

Facebook, and Wal-Mart, a big number of server 

farms are arranged all over the world to ensure 

nonstop services and speedy responses for local 

arcades. Such independent sources are not only the 

solutions of the technical designs, but also the results 

of the lawmaking and the regulation rules in different 

countries/ regions. For instance, Asian markets of 

Wal-Mart are inherently different from its North 

American markets in terms of seasonal promotions, 
top sell items, and customer activities. More exactly, 

the local government rules also influence on the 

wholesale management process and effect in 

restructured data presentations and data granaries for 

local markets. 

 

2.3 Multifaceted and Developing Relations 

While the size of the Big Data upsurges, so do the 

compounded and the relationships beneath the data. 

In an initial stage of data centralized information 

systems, the emphasis is on finding best feature 
values to characterize each opinion. This is similar to 

using a number of data fields, such as age, gender, 

income, education background, and so on, to describe 

each individual. This type of sample feature depiction 

fundamentally treats each individual as an 

independent object without considering their social 

contacts, which is one of the most important factors 

of the human society. Our friend circles may be 

shaped based on the common interests or people are 

connected by biological relationships. Such social 

influences commonly exist not only in our daily 

events, but also are very popular in virtual /cyber 
worlds. For sample, major social network sites, such 

as Facebook or Twitter, are mainly regarded as by 

social tasks such as friend-connections and followers 

in Twitter. The associations between individuals 

characteristically complicate the whole data 

presentation and any cognitive process on the data. In 

the sample-feature depiction, individuals are viewed 

similar if they share similar feature values, whereas in 

the sample-feature-relationship depiction, two 

individuals can be linked together through their social 

contacts even though they might share nothing in 
common in the feature domains at all. In a dynamic 

world, the features used to represent the individuals 

and the social ties used to characterize our 

connections may also evolve with respect to 

chronological, spatial, and other features. Such a 

complication is pleasant part of the reality for Big 

Data applications, where the crucial key is to take the 

compound (nonlinear, many-to-many) data 

relationships, along with the surfacing changes, into 

consideration, to realize useful patterns from Big 

Data collections. 
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III. DATA QUARRYING CHALLENGES WITH 

BIG DATA 

 

For an intelligent learning database system to handle 

Big Data, the essential key is to scale up to the 
exceptionally large volume of data and provide 

treatments for the characteristics featured by the 

aforementioned DICE theorem. The above figure 

shows an abstract view of the Big Data processing 

framework, which includes three Layers from inside 

out with considerations on data accessing and 

computing (Layer I), data privacy and domain 

acquaintance (Layer II), and Big Data quarrying 

algorithms (Layer III). The challenges at Layer I 

focus on data retrieving and arithmetic computing 

procedures. Because Big Data are frequently stored at 

diverse locations and data volumes may continuously 
grow, an effective computing platform will have to 

take distributed large-scale data storage into 

consideration for computing. For instance, 

characteristic data quarrying algorithms need all data 

to be loaded into the main memory, this, however, is 

attractive a clear technical barrier for Big Data 

because moving data across different locations is 

expensive, subject to concentrated network 

communication and other IO costs, even if we do 

have a super huge main memory to hold all data for 

computing. The challenges at Layer II center on 
semantics and domain acquaintance for dissimilar Big 

Data applications. Such info can provide additional 

benefits to the quarrying process, as well as add 

technical barriers to the Big Data access (Layer I) and 

quarrying algorithms (Layer III). For instance, 

depending on different domain applications, the data 

privacy and information sharing mechanisms between 

data creators and data customers can be pointedly 

different. Allocation sensor network data for 

applications like aquatic excellence observing may 

not be dejected, whereas releasing and sharing mobile 

users’ location info is clearly not tolerable for 
majority, if not all, applications. Furthermore to the 

above privacy issues, the application areas can also 

deliver additional information to profit or guide Big 

Data quarrying algorithm designs. For sample, in 

market basket transactions data, each transaction is 

considered independent and the discovered 

acquaintance is typically signified by discovering 

highly connected items, perhaps with respect to 

different temporal and/or spatial limits. 
In a social network, on the other hand, users are 

linked and share dependency structures. The 

acquaintance is then signified by user communities, 

leaders in each group, and social inspiration 

modeling, and so on. So, thoughtful semantics and 

application acquaintance is vital for both low-level 

data contact and for high-level quarrying algorithm 

designs. At Layer III, the data quarrying challenges 

focus on algorithm designs in undertaking the 

difficulties raised by the Big Data volumes, 

distributed data distributions, and by composite and 

dynamic data physiognomies. The circle at Layer III 
contains three stages. First, scant, varied, uncertain, 

partial, and multisource data are preprocessed by data 

fusion methods. Second, compound and dynamic data 

are mined after preprocessing. 

Third, the worldwide acquaintance obtained by local 

learning and model fusion is tested and relevant info 

is feedback to the preprocessing stage. At that time, 

the model and parameters are attuned according to the 

feedback. In the whole process, info sharing is not 

only a capacity of smooth progress of each stage, but 

also a determination of Big Data processing. 

 

3.1  Layer I: Big Data Quarrying Platform 

In typical data quarrying systems, the quarrying 

procedures require computational exhaustive 

computing units for data investigation and 

comparisons. A computing platform is, therefore, 

needed to have effectual access to, at least, two types 

of resources: data and computing processors. For 

small scale data quarrying tasks, a single desktop 

computer, which contains hard disk and CPU 

processors, is enough to achieve the data quarrying 

goals. 
Certainly, many data quarrying algorithm are 

designed for this type of problem settings. For 

medium scale data quarrying tasks, data are typically 

large and possibly distributed and cannot be fit into 

the main memory. Common solutions are to rely on 

parallel computing [19] or collective quarrying to 

sample and collective data from different sources and 

then use parallel computing programming such as the 

Message Passing Interface to carry out the quarrying 

process. 

For Big Data quarrying, because data scale is far 
beyond the capability that a single personal computer 

(PC) can hold, a typical Big Data processing 

framework will trust on cluster computers with a 

high-performance computing platform, with a data 

quarrying task being installed by running some 

parallel software development tools, such as Map 

Reduce or Enterprise Control Language (ECL), on a 

large number of computing nodes (clusters). The role 

of the software module is to make sure that a single 

data quarrying task, such as finding thebest match of 

a query from a database with billions of records, is 
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split into numerous small tasks each of which is 

running on one or many computing nodes.  
Such a Big Data system, which mergers both 

hardware and software components, is hardly offered 

without key industrial stakeholders’ support. In fact, 

for years, businesses have been making business 

choices based on transactional data stored in 

relational databases. Big Data quarrying offers 

prospects to go beyond traditional relational 

databases to rely on less structured data: weblogs, 

social media, e-mail, sensors, and photographs that 

can be mined for useful information. Major business 

intelligence companies, such IBM, Oracle, Tera data, 

and so on, have all featured their own products to 
help customers acquire and organize these diverse 

data sources and manage with customers’ existing 

data to find new intuitions and exploit on hidden 

affairs. 

 

3.2 Layer II: Big Data Semantics and Application 

Acquaintance 

Semantics and application acquaintance in Big Data 

refer to many aspects related to the guidelines, 

strategies, user acquaintance, and domain info. The 

two most important issues at this layer include 1) data 
distribution and confidentiality; and 2) domain and 

application acquaintance. The previous provides 

responses to resolve concerns on how data are 

preserved, accessed, and shared; whereas the later 

emphases on replying questions like “what are the 

fundamental applications ?” and “what are the 

information or patterns users intend to learn from the 

data ?” 

 

3.2.1 Info Distribution and Data Confidentiality 

Information distribution is a final goal for all systems 

connecting multiple parties. While the inspiration for 
sharing is clear, a real-world concern is that Big Data 

applications are connected to sensitive information, 

such as banking businesses and medical records. 

Humble data exchanges or communications do not 

decide privacy concerns. For instance, knowing 

people’s places and their favorites, one can enable a 

variety of useful location-based services, but public 

revelation of an individual’s locations/movements 

over time can have grave concerns for privacy. To 

defend privacy, two common methods are to 1) 

restrict access to the data, such as adding certification 
or access control to the data entries, so sensitive 

information is accessible by a limited group of users 

only, and 2) anonymize data fields such that subtle 

information cannot be identified to an individual 

recor. For the first method, common challenges are to 

design protected certification or access control 

mechanisms, such that no sensitive info can be 

misconducted by unofficial individuals. For data 

anonymization, the main objective is to insert 

randomness into the data to safeguard a number of 

privacy goals. For sample, the most common k-

anonymity privacy measure is to ensure that each 

individual in the database must be vague from k-1 

others. Mutual anonymization methods are to use 
overthrow, generalization, trepidation, and variation 

to generate an altered version of the data, which is, in 

detail, some indeterminate data. 

 

3.2.2 Domain and Application Acquaintance 

Domain and application acquaintance delivers 

essential info for designing Big Data quarrying 

algorithms and systems. In a simple case, domain 

acquaintance can help identify right features for 

modeling the fundamental data. Eg: blood glucose 

level is clearly a healthier feature than body mass in 

identifying Type II diabetes. The domain and 
application acquaintance can also help design 

attainable business objects by using Big Data 

analytical systems. For example, stock market data 

are a typical area that continually generates a large 

amount of information, such as bids, purchases, and 

puts, in every single second. The market 

uninterruptedly evolves and is impacted by diverse 

influences, such as domestic and international news, 

government reports, and natural tragedies, and so on. 

An attractive Big Data quarrying task is to design a 

Big Data quarrying system to forecast the effort of 
the market in the next one or two minutes. Such 

systems, even if the forecast accuracy is just slightly 

better than random guess, will bring important 

business values to the developers. Without precise 

domain acquaintance, it is a strong contest to find 

effective matrices/measures to describe the market 

movement, and such acquaintance is often beyond the 

mind of the data miners, although some recent 

research has shown that using social networks, such 

as Twitter it is possible to forecast the stock market 

upward/downward trends with good precisions. 

 

3.3 Layer III: Big Data Quarrying Algorithms 

3.3.1 Local Knowledge and Model Synthesis for 

Several Information Bases 

Big Data applications are included with independent 

bases and decentralized controls, gathering 

distributed data sources to a central site for quarrying 

is methodically exorbitant due to the possible 

transmission price and privacy worries. On the other 

hand, although we can always carry out quarrying 

activities at each distributed site, the prejudiced view 

of the data collected at each site often leads to 
prejudiced conclusions or models, just like the 

elephant and blind men case. In such a condition, a 

Big Data quarrying system has to enable an info 

exchange and synthesis machinery to ensure that all 

distributed sites or information sources can work 

organized to achieve a worldwide optimization goal. 

Model quarrying and associations are the key steps to 

ensure that models or patterns exposed from multiple 

info sources can be amalgamated to meet the 

worldwide quarrying objective. More specifically, the 

worldwide quarrying can be featured with a two-step 

(local quarrying and worldwide correlation) process, 
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at data, model, and acquaintance levels. At the data 

level, every local site can calculate the data figures 
based on the local data sources and exchange the 

statistics between sites to achieve a world wide data 

distribution view. At the model or pattern level, each 

one site can carry out local quarrying activities, with 

respect to the localized data, to discover local 

patterns. By exchanging patterns between multiple 

sources, new worldwide patterns can be synthetized 

by combining patterns across all sites. At the 

acquaintance level, model association analysis 

investigates the relevance between models made from 

dissimilar data sources to fix how relevant the data 

sources are correlated with each other, and how to 
customize accurate conclusions based on models built 

from independent sources. 

 

3.3.2 Quarrying from Scant, Unclear, and 

Incomplete Data 

Spare, unclear, and incomplete data are important 

features for Big Data applications. Being scant, the 

number of data points is too few for drawing reliable 

conclusions. This is normally a impediment of the 

data dimensionality issues, where data in a high-

dimensional space such as more than 1,000 
dimensions do not show clear tendencies or 

dispersals. For most machine learning and data 

quarrying algorithms, high-dimensional spare data 

significantly deteriorate the dependability of the 

models derived from the data. Common approaches 

are to employ dimension decrease or feature selection 

[28] to reduce the data dimensions or to prudently 

comprise extra samples to lessen the data scarcity, 

such as generic unverified learning methods in data 

quarrying. Unclear data are a special type of data 

reality where each data field is no longer 

deterministic but is subject to some random/error 
circulations. This is mostly linked to domain specific 

applications with imprecise data readings and 

collections. For example, data produced from GPS 

gear are integrally unclear, chiefly because the 

technology obstacle of the device limits the accuracy 

of the data to certain levels (example: 1 meter). As a 

consequence, each recording place is signified by a 

mean value plus a variance to designate expected 

errors. For data privacy related applications, users 

may deliberately inject randomness/errors into the 

data to remain unidentified. This is similar to the 
situation that an individual may not feel comfortable 

to let you know his/her exact income, but will be fine 

to provide a rough range like 130k, 150k. For unclear 

data, the major challenge is that every data item is 

represented as sample circulations but not as a single 

value, so most existing data quarrying algorithms 

cannot be directly applied. Communal solutions are to 

take the data circulations into contemplation to 

guesstimate model factors. For example, error aware 

data quarrying [29] uses the mean and the variance 

values with respect to each lone data item to build a 

Naıve Bayes model for sorting. Related approaches 

have also been applied for result trees or database 

queries.  
Incomplete data refer to the absent of data field 

values for some samples. The missing values can be 

caused by different realisms, such as the breakdown 

of a sensor node, or some methodical policies to 

deliberately skip some values e.g., dropping some 

sensor node readings to save power for transmission. 

While most modern data quarrying algorithms have 

in-built solutions to handle missing values such as 

overlooking data fields with missing values, data 

citation is an establishe dresearch field that seeks to 

impute missing values to harvest better models 

related to the ones made from the original data. Many 
imputation methods exist for this purpose, and the 

major methods are to fill most often experiential 

values or to build learning models to forecast possible 

values for each data field, based on the experiential 

values of a given example. 

 

3.3.3 Quarrying Compound and Dynamic Data 

The rise of Big Data is determined by the rapid 

growing of compound data and their changes in sizes 

and in nature. Documents posted on WWW servers, 

social networks, communication networks, Internet 
backbones, and transportation networks, and so on 

are all contained with compound data. While 

compound reliance structures underneath the data 

raise the trouble for our learning systems, they also 

offer exhilarating chances that simple data 

representations are incapable of attaining. For sample, 

researchers have effectively used Twitter, a well-

known social networking site, to detect occasions 

such as earthquakes and major social activities, with 

nearly real time speed and very high correctness. In 

addition, by briefing the queries users submitted to 

the search engines, which are all over the world, it is 
now probable to figure an early warning system for 

sensing fast spreading flu outbreaks. Making use of 

compound data is a chief challenge for Big Data 

applications, because any two parties in a compound 

network are hypothetically interested to each other 

with a social connection. Such a connection is 

quadratic with reverence to the number of nodes in 

the network, so a million node network may be 

subject to one trillion connections. For a large social 

network site, like Facebook, the number of active 

users has already reached 1 billion, and analyzing 
such a huge network is a big challenge for Big Data 

quarrying. If we take daily user actions/interactions 

into reflection, the scale of difficulty will be even 

more amazing. 

The arrival of Big Data has also produced new 

computer architectures for real-time data-intensive 

processing, for example the open source Apache 

Hadoop project that runs on high-performance 

clusters. The size or complication of the Big Data, 

including transaction and interaction data sets, 

surpasses a regular technical competence in catching, 

handling, and dispensation these data within judicious 
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cost and time limits. In the setting of Big Data, real-

time processing for complex data is a very exciting 
task. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

Driven by real-world applications and key 

industrialized stakeholders and initialized by national 

funding agencies, managing and quarrying Big Data 

have shown to be a thought-provoking yet very 

persuasive task. While the term Big Data literally 

concerns about data volumes, our DICE theorem 

suggests that the key characteristics of the Big Data 

are 1) huge with varied and diverse data sources, 2) 
independent with distributed and decentralized 

control, and 3) compound and evolving in data and 

knowledge associations. Such collective features 

suggest that Big Data require a big mind to associate 

data for maximum values. 
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